The Northern Rockies Woodworking Guild
presents a

Workshop
with internationally renowned wood artist

Michael Hosaluk
from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Join us as Michael demonstrates
 basic woodturning techniques, with speed and skill
 cutting and rejoining wood for special effects
 creative design concepts and trusting yourself
 painting wood for maximum expression

“Michael is one of the best demonstrators and
technical turners in North America”--Dale
Larson
“Mikey's quirky imagination and enthusiasm are
extremely contagious...He is an inspiration and
a great demonstrator.”--Bonnie Klein

In Michaels' words, My work tells stories from my life, places I've been. people I've met, architecture, our environment.
These stories are interwoven into the objects I create. Craft goes beyond the pleasure of our senses and deals not only
with aesthetics, but social and ideological lives.
Hosaluk's pieces can be found in the permanent collections of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Buckingham Palace; Zhao Xiu,
Governor of Jilin Province, China; Idemitsu Corporation, Tokyo; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; The Detroit Institute of Arts;
Yale University Art Gallery; Minneapolis Institute of Art and the Royal Ontario Museum.

Schedule:
Friday—Registration starting at 8 am. Michael will demonstrate basic turning skills as a foundation for original design
and results during 4 class periods, focused on stimulating enthusiasm among the students. He will turn the same 5
pieces each period. He will also conduct a gentle critique of local makers' items between the last 2 class periods,
starting about 1:50.
Saturday—Registration starting at 8:30 am. Michael will demonstrate his unique style of turning, cutting, recombining,
and painting wood to produce original art. He will cover more advanced skills and design considerations, focused on
informing a more experienced audience of turners and artists. Lunch provided, free for those pre-registered or $5 for
those registering the day of.
Cost for 1 or both days of demonstrations is a low, low $50.
Sunday—Hands-On workshop, for 6 turners, is probably sold out. If you are interested, we are taking names for an
'alternate' list. Cost is $150, with a non-refundable deposit of $75 required to hold a spot. Contact the Treasurer.

Friday, September 30 – Sunday, October 2
Bozeman High School Wood Shop
For directions, parking information, registration, and additional information, see our web site:
or call Secretary Dean Center at 406-581-8680

NRWG.org

